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bstract

We present a novel unbiased and normalized adaptive noise reduction (UNANR) system to suppress random noise in electrocardiographic
ECG) signals. The system contains procedures for the removal of baseline wander with a two-stage moving-average filter, comb filtering of
ower-line interference with an infinite impulse response (IIR) comb filter, an additive white noise generator to test the system’s performance
n terms of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and the UNANR model that is used to estimate the noise which is subtracted from the contaminated
CG signals. The UNANR model does not contain a bias unit, and the coefficients are adaptively updated by using the steepest-descent
lgorithm. The corresponding adaptation process is designed to minimize the instantaneous error between the estimated signal power and the
esired noise-free signal power. The benchmark MIT-BIH arrhythmia database was used to evaluate the performance of the UNANR system
ith different levels of input noise. The results of adaptive filtering and a study on convergence of the UNANR learning rate demonstrate that

he adaptive noise-reduction system that includes the UNANR model can effectively eliminate random noise in ambulatory ECG recordings,
eading to a higher SNR improvement than that with the same system using the popular least-mean-square (LMS) filter. The SNR improvement
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rovided by the proposed UNANR system was higher than that provided by the system with the LMS filter, with the input SNR in the range
f 5–20 dB over the 48 ambulatory ECG recordings tested.
rown Copyright © 2008 Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of IPEM. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The electrocardiographic (ECG) signal is the electrical
epresentation of the heart’s activity. Computerized ECG
nalysis is widely used as a reliable technique for the diag-
osis of cardiovascular diseases, and the ECG signal is the

ost commonly used biomedical signal in clinical practice

16,20]. However, ambulatory ECG recordings obtained by
lacing electrodes on the subject’s chest are inevitably con-
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aminated by several different types of artifacts. Commonly
ncountered artifacts include baseline wander, power-line
nterference, physiological signals generated by other organs
f the body or induced by muscular contractions related to
reathing, and high-frequency random noise.

The removal of artifacts in ECG signals is an essential
rocedure prior to further diagnostic analysis in many clin-
cal applications, e.g., detection of QRS complexes [10,13],
lassification of ectopic beats [1,9], analysis of asymptomatic

rrhythmia [19], extraction of the fetal ECG signal from the
aternal abdominal ECG [11,12], diagnosis of myocardial

schemia [18], diagnosis of atrial fibrillation [27], and ECG
ata compression [5,28].

d on behalf of IPEM. All rights reserved.
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of the zeros and poles appear to be close by, but they do
not overlap one another. The impulse response of the IIR
comb filter is shown in Fig. 4, from which we can observe
8 Y.F. Wu et al. / Medical Engi

The extraction of high-resolution ECG signals from
ecordings contaminated with background noise is an impor-
ant issue to investigate [4]. The goal for ECG signal
nhancement is to separate the valid signal components
rom the undesired artifacts, so as to present an ECG
hat facilitates easy and accurate interpretation [2]. Despite
he publication of several previous studies in the literature
3,6,14,17,19,23–25], there are still a number of clinical
pplications that lack effective signal processing tools for effi-
ient and reliable implementation of methods for the filtering
nd analysis of ECG signals.

In recent years, adaptive filtering has become one of the
ffective and popular approaches for the processing and anal-
sis of the ECG and other biomedical signals [16]. The
undamental principles of adaptive filtering for noise cancel-
ation were described by Widrow et al. [21]. For stationary
ignals, the Wiener filter is the optimal linear filtering tech-
ique in the minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) sense [8].
nfortunately, the Wiener filter cannot provide good results
hen filtering a noisy ECG signal, due to the nonstationary
ature of the cardiac signal as well as the noise. The liter-
ture contains many alternative adaptive filtering methods
hat have been used in several practical applications. Xue
t al. [26] developed adaptive whitening and matched filters
ased on artificial neural networks to detect QRS complexes
n ECG signals. Thakor and Zhu [19] proposed an adaptive
ecurrent filter to acquire the impulse response of normal
RS complexes, and then applied it for arrhythmia detec-

ion in ambulatory ECG recordings. Hamilton [6] compared
daptive and nonadaptive notch filters for the reduction of
ower-line interference at 60 Hz. Sameni et al. [17] estab-
ished a framework of nonlinear Bayesian filtering for ECG
oise cancellation.

Although the advantages of adaptive filters for ECG anal-
sis are widely accepted, many such algorithms require
etailed study of the features of a given ECG signal, e.g.,
egmentation of P-QRS-T waves [23], windowing of QRS
omplexes [17], delineation of artifacts [3], or filter-band
econstruction [2]. These methods consume a significant
mount of time for modeling, and are not flexible for appli-
ation from one patient or condition to another. In this
aper, we present a novel unbiased and normalized adaptive
oise reduction (UNANR) system for the efficient cancel-
ation of high-frequency random noise in ambulatory ECG
ecordings.

The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows.
ection 2 provides a description of the adaptive noise-
eduction system and the adaptation algorithm of the UNANR
odel. Section 3 presents the experimental results obtained
ith 48 noisy ambulatory ECG recordings using the pro-
osed UNANR system, in comparison with those of the
revailing least-mean-square (LMS) filter. Section 4 presents

n analysis of the convergence behavior of the UNANR
earning rate parameter, and also a discussion on the effects
n system performance caused by different values of the
earning rate. Section 5 concludes our investigation and
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resents potential applications with the proposed UNANR
ystem.

. The unbiased and normalized adaptive noise
eduction system

An overview of the proposed UNANR system is provided
n Fig. 1. The system contains procedures for signal pro-
essing that include a two-stage moving-average filter for the
emoval of baseline wander, and an infinite impulse response
IIR) comb filter for the removal of periodic power-line
nterference, which are different in relation to our pre-
ious work [24]. A noise generator is placed before the
NANR model in the system, because the focus of the
resent study is on the reduction of random noise in noisy
mbulatory ECG recordings. The details of the aforemen-
ioned procedures, together with the adaptation process of
he UNANR model, are presented in the following subsec-
ions.

.1. Baseline wander removal with a moving-average
lter

In the moving-average filter [4], the first- and second-stage
veraging window lengths are set to be 1/3 and 2/3 of the
ength of the input signal in samples, respectively. This filter
s used to extract the baseline drift and place the output signal
n the isoelectric line of the ECG recording.

.2. Comb filtering with an IIR comb filter

The transfer function of the IIR comb filter with the coef-
cients specified to 4-decimal-digit word length1 is

(z) = 0.9502
1 − z−6

1 + z−1 − 0.9004z−6 . (1)

he quality factor (Q factor) parameter of the IIR comb filter,
, is defined as the ratio of the frequency to be removed, f0, to
he filter’s bandwidth, bw, i.e., q = (2πf0)/bw. The order of
he IIR comb filter is determined by the ratio fs/f0, in which
s represents the sampling rate of the ECG recordings. For

he ECG recordings sampled at 360 Hz, which were studied
n our experiments in Section 3, the IIR comb filter with
n order of 360/60 = 6 and a Q factor q = 30 provides the
requency response as shown in Fig. 2, which presents a comb
lter with rejection bands around 60, 120, and 180 Hz. The
eros and poles of the IIR comb filter are displayed in Fig. 3.
ecause the order of the IIR comb filter is low, the regions
1 We tested the effect of the coefficients represented using 4, 8, and 16
ecimal digits on the IIR comb filter, and found the magnitude and phase
esponses of the filter to be stable in the finite-word-length implementation.
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ig. 1. Overview of the adaptive noise-reduction system. (a) Illustration of
NANR model. (b) Detailed structure of the UNANR model.

hat there is no high noise gain introduced by the IIR comb
lter.

.3. Additive white noise generator

The noise generator, as depicted in Fig. 1(a), first measures
he power of the input signal, and then produces additive
hite noise with an assigned signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In

he present study, the primary input was contaminated by the
dditive white noise; the noise generator also provides the
oise reference input to the UNANR model. The value of the
nput SNR was reduced in steps of 2.5 dB from 20 (relatively
oise-free) to 5 dB (noisy), because we would like to study the
oise-reduction capability of the proposed UNANR model
t different levels of the input SNR. The UNANR model
athers information about the noise through its adaptation
rocess, and then provides an estimate of the random noise in
CG signals and the additive white noise, as demonstrated in
ection 3, rather than simply subtracting the reference noise.

.4. Unbiased and normalized adaptive noise reduction
odel
The UNANR model of the system performs the function
f adaptive noise estimation. The UNANR model of order M,
s shown in Fig. 1(b), is a transversal, linear, finite impulse
esponse (FIR) filter. The response of the filter f (n) at each

w
a

p

cedures of baseline filtering, comb filtering, noise generator, and proposed

ime instant (sample) n can be expressed as

(n) =
M∑

m=1

wm(n)r(n − m + 1), (2)

here wm(n) represents the UNANR coefficients, and r(n −
+ 1) denotes the reference input noise at the present (m =

) and preceding m − 1, (1 < m ≤ M), input samples.
In order to provide unit gain at DC, the UNANR coeffi-

ients should be normalized such that

M∑
=1

wm(n) = 1. (3)

The adaptation process of the UNANR model is designed
o modify the coefficients that get convolved with the refer-
nce input in order to estimate the noise present in the given
CG signal. To provide the estimated ECG signal compo-
ent, ŝ(n), at the time instant n, the output of the adaptive
oise-reduction system subtracts the response of the UNANR
odel f (n) from the primary input p(n), i.e.,

(n) = o(n) = p(n) − f (n), (4)
here the primary input includes the desired ECG component
nd the additive white noise, i.e.,

(n) = s(n) + u(n). (5)
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wm(n)r(n − m + 1) − p(n) . (8)

ig. 2. The frequency response of the 6th-order IIR comb filter with a Q
actor equal to 30, and the input ECG signal sampled at 360 Hz. (a) Magni-
ude response (dB). (b) Phase response (degrees). The same responses were
btained with the coefficients represented using 4, 8, and 16 decimal digits.

Squaring both sides of (4) yields

2(n) = p2(n) + f 2(n) − 2p(n)f (n)

= [s(n) + u(n)]2 + f 2(n) − 2[s(n) + u(n)]f (n)

= s2(n) + 2s(n)u(n) + u2(n) + f 2(n)

− 2[s(n) + u(n)]f (n). (6)

Different from the MMSE criterion, the goal of the
NANR coefficient adaptation process is considered to be

he minimization of the instantaneous error ε(n) between the
stimated signal power ŝ2(n) and the desired signal power

2(n), i.e.,

(n) = ŝ2(n) − s2(n) = u2(n) + 2s(n)u(n) + f 2(n)

− 2[s(n) + u(n)]f (n). (7)
ig. 3. The zeros and poles of the 6th-order IIR comb filter, with the input
CG signal sampled at 360 Hz.

Such a goal can be achieved by optimizing the UNANR
oefficients according to the steepest-descent algorithm [7].
he process of convergence in the multidimensional coeffi-
ient space follows a deterministic search path provided by
he negative gradient direction as

∇wk
ε(n) = −∂f 2(n)

∂wk

+ 2
∂[s(n) + u(n)]f (n)

∂wk

= −2r(n − k + 1)
M∑

m=1

wm(n)r(n − m + 1)

− 2p(n)r(n − k + 1) = −2r(n − k + 1)[ ]
Fig. 4. The impulse response of the 6th-order IIR comb filter.
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By substituting (3) and (8) into the standard steepest-
escent algorithm [7], we may derive the UNANR adaptation
ule as

k(n + 1) = wk(n) − η∇wk
ε(n) = wk(n) − 2η r(n − k + 1)

×
[

M∑
m=1

wm(n)r(n − m + 1) − p(n)

]

= wk(n) + 2η r(n − k + 1)
M∑

m=1

wm(n)[p(n)

− r(n − m + 1)], (9)

here η (η > 0) represents the learning rate that indicates the
earch magnitude in the negative gradient direction.

Before the UNANR model provides its response f (n +
) referring to (2), at each time instant n + 1, the estimated
oefficients ŵk(n + 1) should be normalized so as to meet the
equirement of (3). The UNANR coefficient normalization
ormulation is given by
ˆ k(n + 1) = wk(n + 1)
M∑

k=1

wk(n + 1)

. (10)

able 1
ummary of the UNANR coefficient initialization and adaptation procedures

ariables and parameters
n: time instant, a unit of which equals to 1/fs

r(n): present noise reference input sample
r(n − m + 1): preceding m − 1, (1 < m ≤ M), noise reference input

samples
p(n): present noise-contaminated primary input sample
η: learning-rate parameter, a positive constant
wk(n): instantaneous value of the k th coefficient during the

adaptation process
ŵk(n + 1): estimated value of the k th normalized coefficient for

time instant n + 1
f (n): response of the UNANR model at time instant (sample) n

rocedure
. Initialization. Set the coefficients to uniformly distributed random

values with zero mean and unit variance. Normalize the coefficients
to have unit sum

. Activation. At time instant n, activate the UNANR model with noise
reference r(n) and estimated values of the coefficients ŵk(n)

(n) =
M∑

m=1

ŵm(n)r(n − m + 1)

. Adaptation of coefficients. Update the coefficients for the next time
instant n + 1

k(n + 1) =

wk(n) + 2η r(n − k + 1)

M∑
m=1

wm(n)[p(n) − r(n − m + 1)]

ˆ k(n + 1) = wk(n + 1)
M∑

k=1

wk(n + 1)

. Continuation. Increment time instant n by one and go back to Step 2
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The procedures of initialization and adaptation of the
NANR coefficients are summarized in Table 1. The
NANR adaptation procedure does not include the compu-

ation of estimating the signal power error ε(n), because the
radient descent of ε(n) during the convergence process can
e obtained with respect to the primary input and the time-
agged reference noise inputs, referring to (8). In real-time
mplementation, the UNANR model can provide its response
ith a delay of only (M − 1) samples, or (M − 1)/fs seconds;
owever, the characteristic of updating coefficients directly
ith regard to the primary input and the time-lagged noise ref-

rence inputs enables the UNANR model to perform faster
igital signal processing (DSP) in applications of ambula-
ory ECG monitoring, in comparison with the other popular

ethods, such as the LMS filter. Moreover, the estimation
f noise components ensures that the performance of the
roposed UNANR model is independent of the analysis of
CG features, which obviates the consumption of a signifi-
ant amount of time for signal or noise modeling, as required
y the conventional approaches.

. Experiments and results

We used the benchmark MIT-BIH arrhythmia database
15] to evaluate the performance of the proposed adaptive
oise-reduction system. The database consists of 48 half-hour
xcerpts of two-channel ambulatory ECG recordings, which
ere obtained from 47 subjects, including 25 men aged 32–89
ears, and 22 women aged 23–89 years (Tape Nos. 201 and
02 records are from the same male subject). The ECG sig-
al we studied is the modified limb lead II (MLII) in the
rst channel of the recording data, each of which contains
1,600 samples digitized at 360 Hz with 11-bit resolution
ver a 10 mV range.

All of the ECG filtering experiments were run in
ATLAB® v. 7.0 (The MathWorks, Inc.). The coefficients of

he IIR comb filter were obtained with the iircomb function
f the Filter Design Toolbox v. 3.2, and the additive white
oise generator was implemented with the awgn function
f the Communications Toolbox v. 3.1. Both of the tool-
oxes are included in MATLAB® v. 7.0. All of the analyses
ere performed on a DELL® laptop computer with an Intel®

entium® M processor of 1.86 GHz speed, and with 1.5 GB
AM, under Microsoft® Windows XP® Professional (32-bit

ystem).
Fig. 5 gives a sample result of baseline filtering with the

rst 10 s of the ECG Tape No. 101 record. It can be observed
hat the baseline wander has been effectively removed in the
ltered signal in Fig. 5(c), by subtracting from the original

nput the drift extracted by the two-stage moving-average
lter, shown in Fig. 5(b).
The effect of comb filtering with the IIR comb filter
s shown in Fig. 6. The input to the IIR comb filter is
he baseline-wander-free signal with the power spectrum,
s shown in Fig. 6(a). It is clear from Fig. 6(b) that the
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ig. 5. Illustration of baseline filtering with the first 10 s of the ECG Tape
wo-stage moving-average filter. (c) The filtered signal.

ower-line interference at 60, 120, and 180 Hz has been
liminated. For the input ECG signal sampled at 360 Hz,

he quality factor q of the IIR comb filter was set to
e 30, which rejects a range of frequencies that is nar-
ow in comparison with the center frequencies at 60 Hz
nd its harmonics. This ensures that there is no significant

w
w
t

ig. 6. Illustration of the effect of the 6th-order IIR comb filter in the frequency do
ltering. (b) Power spectrum of the output of the IIR comb filter.
1 record. (a) Original ECG record. (b) Baseline wander extracted by the

istortion of the ECG waveform introduced by the comb
lter.
For comparison of adaptive noise-reduction performance,
e also implemented the popular LMS adaptive filter [8],
hich was used in place of the UNANR model in the sys-

em. The coefficient order and learning rate of the LMS filter

main. (a) Power spectrum of the ECG Tape No. 101 record after baseline
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Fig. 7. Illustration of the effect of the adaptive noise-reduction system with the first 10 s of the ECG Tape No. 101 record. (a) ECG signal (after baseline and
c e noise-
s
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determined by the learning rate parameter of the LMS fil-
ter. Regarding the UNANR model, on the other hand, the
system’s SNR improvement curve increases from 10.22 to
omb filtering) contaminated by white noise (input SNR: 5 dB). (b) Adaptiv
ystem output using the UNANR model.

nd the UNANR model were set to be the same,2 as M = 10
nd η = 0.5. The results of the system’s performance are
llustrated in Fig. 7. The primary input to the system, shown
n Fig. 7(a), was a mixture of white noise with the SNR of
dB and the ECG signal after baseline and comb filtering.
he LMS filter does not effectively achieve noise cancel-

ation, because the system’s output still remains noisy. In
ddition, the outlines of the P and T waves in Fig. 7(b) are
ot distinct, and such a result is not suitable for clinical appli-
ations. Considering the results of the UNANR system in
ig. 7(c), we find that the noise-reduction performance of the
NANR model is better: The components of random noise
ave become weaker, and the ECG features are prominently
isible from the second cardiac beat onwards.

For quantitative evaluation, we define the SNR improve-
ent achieved by the adaptive noise-reduction system to be

he value of the system output SNR (in dB) minus the input
NR (in dB). The mean and standard deviation (S.D.) of the
NR improvement versus different levels of the input SNR,

btained from the 48 ECG recordings tested, are plotted in
ig. 8. The primary input to the system varies being from rel-
tively noise-free (input SNR: 20 dB) to being noisy (input

2 The convergence ranges of the learning rates for the LMS filter and the
NANR model are different. The coefficients of the LMS filter frequently
id not converge when η was larger than 1.0 with most of the signals tested,
hich represents degradation of the system output SNR. For this reason,
e fixed η to be 0.5 in the filters for comparison. Further study on the

onvergence behavior of the UNANR learning rate is described in Section
.

F
i
(

reduction system output using the LMS filter. (c) Adaptive noise-reduction

NR: 5 dB). It can be observed that the SNR improvement
urve with regard to the LMS filter does not increase much,
ut remains around the level of 5 dB. The reason for this
ould be that the noise-reduction capability of the system
ith the LMS filter does not change much with the nature of

he primary input, and that the system performance is only
ig. 8. Plot of the mean and standard deviation (S.D.) of the system’s SNR
mprovement with respect to the LMS filter (triangle) and the UNANR model
circle) versus different levels of the input SNR.
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Table 2
SNR improvement using the LMS filter and the UNANR model, with different levels of the input SNR

Input SNR (dB) SNR improvement using the LMS filter SNR improvement using the UNANR model

Mean (dB) S.D. Mean (dB) S.D.

5.0 5.69 3.80 25.56 4.26
7.5 5.36 3.19 22.97 4.31

10.0 6.07 3.62 20.03 4.00
12.5 5.50 3.27 17.80 4.26
15.0 5.13 2.76 15.19 4.15
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signal from the third cardiac beat onwards, as shown in
Fig. 10(b).
7.5 4.51 2.41
0.0 5.03 3.03

5.56 dB, as listed in Table 2, when the input becomes more
nd more heavily contaminated by white noise. It can be
nferred that the proposed UNANR system, when its learn-
ng rate parameter is fixed, is able to behave adaptively with
ariation of the white noise present in the primary input. In
he following section, we investigate the convergence behav-
or of the UNANR learning rate, together with the effects on
ystem performance caused by different values of η.

. Study on convergence of the UNANR learning rate

Referring to (9), we can deduce that the convergence pro-
ess of the UNANR adaptation algorithm is influenced by
he value assigned to the learning rate parameter η and the
tatistical characteristics of the M-element reference input
ector r(n) = [r(n), r(n − 1), . . . , r(n − M + 1)]T . Accord-
ng to Widrow’s independence theory [22], the UNANR
daptation algorithm is convergent in the mean-squared sense
rovided that η satisfies the condition [8]:

< η <
2

λmax
, (11)

here λmax is the largest eigenvalue of the correlation matrix
r of the input signal, i.e.,

r = E[r(n)rT (n)]. (12)

For the inherently nonstationary ECG signal, the Wiener
olution of the UNANR coefficients is difficult to obtain,
ecause there is no prior knowledge of λmax available. To
vercome this difficulty, the trace of Cr may be taken as a
onservative estimate of λmax. Because the correlation matrix
r is a square matrix, its trace is the sum of the diagonal

lements, each of which equals the mean-squared value of the
orresponding input signal. The condition for convergence of
he UNANR adaptation algorithm can then be formulated as

< η <
2
1 . (13)

M

The effects on system performance caused by a particular
NANR learning rate can also be noted from the correspond-

ng SNR improvement of the system. Fig. 9 provides an

F
o
c

12.61 3.98
10.22 3.98

llustration of the system’s SNR improvement versus differ-
nt values of η. For the ECG Tape No. 101 record studied,
he four empirical curves of the system’s SNR improve-

ent, with various levels of the input SNR, consistently
scend to reach the corresponding maximum values, and then
egin to descend when the learning rate is larger than 6.0
n most cases. We also see that the slope of the system’s
NR improvement curve versus the learning rate increases
ith larger input SNR. For example, the SNR improvement

urve with the input SNR of 5 dB has a 12.79 dB incre-
ent from η = 0.5 to 6.5, wheras the corresponding curve
ith input SNR of 20 dB only grows with an 8.18 dB incre-
ent. Besides achieving better SNR improvement, the proper

alue of the learning rate also provides faster convergence
uring adaptive filtering. Under the same condition of the
nput SNR (5 dB, for example), we note from Fig. 10(c)
hat the UNANR system with η = 6.0 performs effectively
ithin a single cardiac cycle, wheras the system with the

earning rate of 1.0 can only provide a noise-free ECG
ig. 9. The system’s SNR improvement versus a range of the learning rates
f the UNANR model. The input signal is the ECG Tape No. 101 record
ontaminated by white noise with different levels of the input SNR.
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Fig. 10. Illustration of the UNANR system output with different values of the learning rate. (a) The first 4.5 s of the ECG Tape No. 101 signal (after baseline
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nd comb filtering) contaminated by white noise (input SNR: 5 dB). (b) Th
utput with the learning rate η = 6.0.

. Conclusion

The results obtained in our experiments demonstrate the
angible advantages of the proposed UNANR system for
daptive noise reduction in ECG signals. The noise filter-
ng provided by the UNANR model is more effective than
hat resulting from the popular LMS filter, especially with
he high level of noise present in the ECG records tested.
n addition, the adaptation process of the UNANR model
s also simple to implement, without the need to identify
he features of the ECG signals, such as detection of QRS
omplexes. Once the proper value of the learning rate param-
ter is determined, the UNANR system can provide the
utput of noise-free ECG signal rapidly. For clinical applica-
ion in long-term ECG monitoring, conventional techniques
equire a high complexity for the computation of the system’s
arameters, and demand much effort from the user on sig-
al modeling. The proposed UNANR system can overcome
uch drawbacks, and is well-suited for ECG monitoring in
ractical applications.
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